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U HEARD IT HERE…
Want to send info to the Trasher?
Send images and words to kcc.trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to: 3, Rose Avenue, Abingdon OX14 1XX
This years AGM will be held on the 10th November at the Wantage Cricket club.
Christmas Meal 2008
Members and their guests are invited to the

Monday 15th December
The KCC committee is pleased
to announce that a venue has
been booked for this year’s
Christmas meal. After the
success of the 2007 party, we
will be returning to Cosener’s
House, Abingdon.
Like last year, members, past
members, partners and friends
of KCC are all invited. Ultimately,
the more the merrier!
If you would like to come,
please follow the link below
for the form with further
information.
It would be preferred if
you could book your
places early.
The deadline is 21st November.
If you have any questions, don’t
hesitate to contact me.
Dave Hodgkinson
Kingfishers on the radio
For those who didn’t catch
Dave being interviewed on
Radio Oxford, here you go:
http://thedrownedfish.files.
wordpress.com/2008/10/
surminator.mp3
Read more about it on page 16.
Usk trips
The Usk trips are booked for
the following dates:

KCC Christmas Dinner 2008

To be held at The Cosener’s House, Abbey Close, Abingdon on Monday 15th
December. 7pm Bucks Fizz reception, 7.30pm Meal
Price: £25 each
To avoid disappointment, please book your places early. Everyone is welcome.
Again, we will be holding a ‘secret santa’. Could everyone, including guests, bring along
a wrapped gift for a tombola. Suggested gift value is around £2.
If you have any questions, please get in touch with me.
Please give your choice and full payment by 21st November
Cheques payable to ‘Kingfisher Canoe Club’ or cash in person
Dave Hodgkinson, 6 Kent Close, Abingdon, OX14 3XJ. Tel: 07979 593290
Name:
Guest:
I Enclose £

Yes / No

Name:
as full payment

Starter
Winter English vegetables served as a broth & finished with Pearl
Barley
Oak smoked Halibut set on a prawn and pickled Cucumber salad
Creamy Cashel blue cheese served as an individual quiche with red
onion marmalade and leaf salad
Main Course
Traditional roast breast of British turkey with dark leg meat,
cranberry stuffing and red wine jus
Wild mushroom and sweet potato Stroganoff, flavoured with
Hungarian smoked Paprika and brandy (v)
Baked supreme of Scottish salmon served with a horseradish and
mustard cream
Roast breast of duck (cooked pink) presented with a rich port
reduction lightly flavoured with an aged Balsamic
Desserts
Home made Christmas pudding topped with a rich brandy Cream
sauce
Belgian chocolate and Hazel nut torte with a Vanilla pod crème
fraiche
Winter berry cheese cake and soft berry Compote
Coffee

Coffee and Petit Fours (included)

Choice Guest

9

9

Special Dietary Requirements

28th December
25th January
22nd February
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WOW!! ANOTHER SEASON OF STEVENTON
PRESENTATIONS
Yes, we`ve lined up another star studded galaxy of
whitewater peregrinations for your delectation at THE
STEVENTON SPORTS AND SOCIAL CLUB, Milton Lane
(down the side of the village green). There are two before
Christmas on November 25th and December 23rd. Both
dates are Tuesdays. There is a bar and events kick off at 8pm.
All KCC, PYCC members as well as families, friends, dogs,
cats, pet budgies etc. are welcome. Donation is £2.

king. He then went to China and caused an earthquake. As
he said “Everywhere I go is followed by political and tectonic
instability”. Hmmm.

TUESDAY NOVEMBER 25th

Everyone welcome!!

LAS AVENTURAS CENTROAMERICANAS

Dave Surman

Working on the following in the New Year
AXIS OF TERROR-Norwegian and Alpine Frolics,
INDIA FOR UNHEROES?
SWINDON STEVE`S WORLD OF WHITEWATER
OPEN BOATING ACROSS SCOTLAND

Whitewater paddling in Costa Rica
Dave Surman, Lucille Savin, Fred Wondre
“Scars are tattoos with better stories”. – You`ve read the book
now see the movie!! (Well almost). 1 horse shuttle, 1 black
eye, 1 dislocated thumb, 2 three toed sloths, 3 two toed
sloths (or was it the other way round), 5 Coatis, 1 scarey Fer de
Lance snake (dead) 1 Boa Constrictor (alive), 1 boat broken, 1
boat lost by airline, two hospital visits, a flowering bromeliad,
oh yes, and some megacool rivers!! PLUS Free Gallo Pinto
(Costa Rican speciality) for the first ten arrive!!

Caught catching the blues
Neil Murton, Bosham Creek

TUESDAY DECEMBER 23rd
TOWNLEY`S TRAVELS
Seth Townley`s travels in Asia

Trash your diary!

Seth spent five months away this year surviving scams in
India and overland journeys from hell to Nepal, he paddled
the Kali Gandaki and trekked the Annapurna circuit the
wrong way round (doh!!), and managed to overthrow the

November 2008
1
2
3
4

5 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street,
Steventon
OX13 6RZ
6
7

8 PYCC Dart Trip
9 PYCC Dart Trip
Canoe Camping Club
St Patricks Stream
10 AGM
11
12
13
14
15
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16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

25 Presentation:
‘Centroamericanas’
26

27 PYCC Pool Session
28
29
30

December 2008

14

1
2

16
17
18
19
20
21
22

3 Monthly Meeting:
20:30 at The Fox Inn,
29 High Street,
Steventon
OX13 6RZ
4 KCC Pool Session
5

6 Gene 17 Adventure
Paddlers Weekend
7 Gene 17 Adventure
Paddlers Weekend
Canoe Camping Club
Cherwell trip

15 KCC Christmas dinner

23 Presentation:
‘Townley’s Travels’
24
25
26
27

28 Usk Trip
29
30
31
31

8
9
10

11 PYCC Pool Session
12
13



Pool Timetable
For information, all pool session dates are shown below for 2008/2009.
Please note that KCC members only have access on the KCC dates:
NOV

06
SCOUTS

13
SCOUTS

20
SCOUTS

27
PF

DEC

04
KCC

11
PF

18
XMAS

25
XMAS

JAN

01
XMAS

08
KCC

15
PF

22
SCOUTS

FEB

05
SCOUTS

12
KCC

19
1/2 TERM

26
PF

MAR

05
KCC

12
PF

19
SCOUTS

26
SCOUTS

APR

2
SCOUTS

09
EASTER

29
SCOUTS

Ock Boatercross and Wavehopper Race
Abingdon Sunday September 28th
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Dave Surman reports



Hey!! The second Ock Wavehopper and Boatercross event
(Ockfest 08-Wow what a branding!!) took place in brilliant
sunshine on the last Sunday in September. We had a total
of twelve entrants from Pathfinders and Riverside with KCC
representation by our very own chairman Neil who proved
that wavehoppers are not a disease, and clocked up a very
respectable time of 10.22 beating our very own Matt!! KCCS
Wavehopper king was on family safety boat duty at the
bottom of the weir and is no doubt gagging for a rematch
to settle the King of the Wavehopper title once and for all!!
Joe Callard and Dan wavehopperized up good for
Pathfinders whilst the Riverside contingent opted for
Boatercrossization. Unfortunately the Wavehopper tag
team of Townley and Jones were unable to be present and
so repeat last years unique change over mid race in the
fashionable pink wavehopper.
Wavehoppers raced head to head in pairs at 30 second
intervals from the Ock Meadow back to the club. The same
course was followed by the boats under 2.5m in length in
the Boatercross. This was followed by the traditional BYO
BBQ and prize giving.

Officials
Race Director
Starter
Finisher/timer/calculator
Safety boaters
Official long boat
sweeper hero
Official Lollipop Man
W.T.Es (Wavehopper
transportation executives)

Dave Surman
Chris Kensett
Dave Hodgey and Lisa
Newell family, Tony Wilkins,
Paul Moore and friend
Andy Mac
Mr.Melson
Tony Wilkins, Dave Surman

Results
Wavehopper U.16

Boatercross

Joe Callard

10.41 (PYC)

Dan Arquimbau

11.52 (PYC)

Sen.

Matt Attree

10.30

Vet.

Neil Murton

10.22

U.12

Charlie Melson

15.27 (PYC)

U.14

Connor Cox

13.15 (RIV)

Natalie Kensett

14.15 (RIV)

Aidan Ratnage

14.38 (PYC)

Jordan Sanders

15.02 (PYC)

Oliver Bowyer

13.00 (RIV)

Hannah Brown

14.36 (RIV)

Lloyd Kensett

12.55 (RIV)

U.16
U.18

A big thanks to all who came along and entered or
helped with all the jobs that needed doing. It would be
good to get a few more KCC entering next year either
WVHing or BCX ing.
Many thanks to Banbury Canoe Club for the loan
of the extra wavehoppers and To James Hinves B.C.U.
Paddlesport Development Officer for the loan of the smart
numbered bibs!
Don`t forget if anyone would like to have a go in
Wavehoppers just contact me and we can arrange an
initiation session. They`re cool, really!! I am planning to
bring two to Tony`s Dart Weekend (water permitting)
and would like to challenge anyone to the Dave Surman
Birthday Wavehopper descent of the Loop. Go on, you
know you want to!!
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Wet West paddlefest 08
By Simon Knox

Vicky, Dave H and myself
made the 8 hour drive up to
Fort William on Friday for the
2008 Wet West Paddlefest.
Leaving Oxford early we made
it the Etive with plenty of time
to get a run in.
Hmmm, in retrospect maybe not
such a good idea. Various excuses were
trundled out but the long and the
short of it is that both Dave and I swam
at right angle falls. To be fair it seemed
to be claiming quite a few victims, still
embarrassing though.
To add insult to injury I then
proceeded to get my camera in
contact with the river. Scratch one SLR.
Friday night at the Ice Factor was
good fun. By this time we’d met up
with various other people and a few
beers were consumed. I managed to
sleep though who ever it was outside
our cabin that thought it was a good
idea to jump on tents at 3 am and his
subsequent arrest.
Saturday. Shunning the Garry we
headed back to the Etive for another
bash. Things seemed to be going so

much better, I was feeling a lot better
than the day before. Then I managed
to repeat my performance from the
previous day at right angle. Sulking I
decided not to walk up to do the Allt a’
Chaorainn with the others and instead
get eaten alive by midges instead.
Saturday night and the party was
fun. I especially enjoyed Dave’s face
when we walked in to the crowded
hall and he realised no one inside was
wearing fancy dress yet, he was slightly
conspicuous in his ‘Thunderbirds’
costume! Luckily more costumes
appeared as the night went on,
although I’m a little worried that people
didn’t seem to realise that my ‘gay
cowboy look’ was actually fancy dress.

got over my annoyance at myself for
swimming I’d decided that it wasn’t a
bad weekends paddling after all.
If you get the chance to go to
next years WWPF then I’d defiantly
recommend it, great fun.
What pictures I managed to salvage
from my camera can be found here:
http://picasaweb.google.co.uk/simon.
knox/WetWestPaddlefest2008

Somewhat shockingly we managed
to get up promptly and get to the
Morriston in good time only to find
that there had been a delay in getting
the dam to release so by the time
we got on the water we had only
enough time to do the upper section.
Still a magnificent time was had and I
managed the top drop without going
through the slot for the first time ever.
This made me happy.
Eight and a half hours later we made
it back to Oxford. By this time having
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LAS AVENTURAS
CENTROAMERICANAS

by Dave Surman

Jungle paddling in Costa Rica

So said the T-shirt which
Ferdinand was wearing
when we met up in
Turrialba, the heartland
of Costa Rican paddling.
And just like some strange
prediction it turned out
that way.
Don`t get me wrong. Costa Rica is a
fantastic paddling destination and you
don`t have to be from the Axis of Terror
demanding the steepest and gnarliest
creeks to enjoy it. Even if you avoid the
grade 5 there is still plenty of brilliant
continuous 3 to 4 in remote and
spectacular settings to provide enough
adrenaline excitement and incident.
We were into the second week of
our trip and were changing base from
Turrialba to La Virgen de Sarapuiqi.
En route was the River Sucio which
comes out of the Brauilo Carillo
National Park. The only road access

is from the main highway to the
Carribean that controversially bisects
the park. After you leave the highway
you`re on your own. You`d expect the
water from such a rainforest filtration
system to be sparkling pure. In fact
the water comes off the Irazu Volcano
and so is an orange coloured sulphur
impregnated brew that forms a weird
coloured mixture when joined by clear
flowing tributaries such as the Rio
Hondura and later on the Rio Patria
Getting on just below the
confluence with the Hondura
we knew we were in for a good
continuous grade four with technical
rapids formed by boulders at the start,
changing to larger volume with bigger
holes later on. Add to this the difficulty
of recognizing rocks in the orange
coloured water and the fact that the
river is notorious for late afternoon
flash flooding with consequent
rearrangement of the rocks, we knew
there was always the potential for
the unexpected. Andy, who had
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About two thirds of the way down one of the most
remote and difficult rivers in Costa Rica, the Patria, came
in from the left and created a quarter a mile or so of clear
water down the side of an island, along which we paddled,
before succumbing to the Sucio`s overwhelming orange
sulphur infused brew.
After a while the welcome site of the main highway
bridge came into view and Phil was taken by Ferdinand to
the hospital in San Jose for first class medical attention.
Turrialba area
Of all the paddling areas in Costa Rica this is perhaps the
best known. Probably because it`s main rivers the Pacuare
and the Reventazon provide miles and miles of high quality
grade consistent whitewater. Despite this however we met
no other groups of kayakers during our three week stay in
August and only a few rafters, the majority of which were
running the grade 3 to 4 section of the Pacuare from Tres
Equis to Siquirres. This is a marvellously remote and scenic
sixteen mile run through dense rainforest with the crux of
the run at Upper and Lower Huacas falls about half way
down. Raft trips often make this a two day trip staying at
their own jungle lodges half way down.
paddled it in such conditions, admitted that it was a unique
experience paddling a river with rumbling rocks and the
rapids moving as they paddled!
All was going well until about half way down. Phil was
on the bouldery bank when he fell over and caught his
thumb. He knew immediately by the pain that something
was wrong, and on looking at the thumb realised that it was
dislocated with a big open wound. We now had a problem.
The banks were lined with impenetrable rainforest and
on the roadside that was some distance away there was a
steep rockface lined with waterfalls. Walking directly to the
road was not an option. The only walk out possibility would
be following the river downstream and that would be an
extremely time consuming option. Phil bravely decided
that he would give paddling a go and so Ferdinand looked
around and found two short sticks to use as a splint. We
held these in place using a finger bandage and set off. We
reckoned we could be at the get out in an hour if we paddled
but a walk out would have taken us the rest of the day.

From a
kayaking
point of view,
however, I
think we found
the most
memorable
section of the
Pacuare to be
the Headwaters
section. Whilst
not particularly
difficult, it is
graded 3 to 4, it is remarkably continuous at it`s grade,
goes through beautiful rainforest and is extremely remote.
So much so that it is only accessible by a series of long
rough tracks which lead to a farm where you hire horses to
carry the kayaks, while you sweat it out on a two to three
hour walk in. Apparently this section is not kayaked much.

The whole incident was given an extra injection of spice
when right on cue the afternoon tropical storm arrived
complete with thunder, lightning and torrential rain. This
was the last thing we needed as we all had visions of the
river flash flooding to add to the problem. The gods must
have been with us however, as after a while the heavy rain
eased off and did not affect the river level significantly. The
holes did however get bigger forcing the injured Phil to go
for a roll and Lucille to get a spectacular mullering in a hole
the size of China after which she apologised for holding
everybody up !!
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You certainly feel like
you deserve the paddle
when you reach the get
in and the river does not
disappoint.
We also ran the top
and Upper sections of
the Pacuare as well as the
Upper Upper. The only
section we did not run
was the Upper section
which runs through a
deep remote grade 5
gorge. According to the
locals it had taken twenty
four hours to get an injure
U.S. paddler out of there
last year.
We ran the Florida section of the big volume Reventazon
but didn`t get to run the Pascua or the Powerhouse section.
In fact the latest news on the latter section is that water has
now been diverted from it for another hydroelectric scheme
and it seems that this section is now lost as a worthwhile
kayaking run. The water of the Reventazon is allegedly not
very clean. When surveying the forest covered banks this
seems odd until you realize that the geography of Costa
Rica results in most of the major cities being situated in
the higher regions of the Meseta Central. This means that
the polluted streams from Cartago run directly into the
headwaters of the Reventazon.

The best place to base yourself for these rivers is in the
long straggling village of La Virgen de Sarapuiqi. This is the
put in for the lower Sarapuiqi (grades2/3) and the take out
for the Upper section (grade3/4). I always feel this river is
Costa Rica`s answer to to the Dart loop and Upper sections
respectively.
The jewel of the rivers in this area, however has to be
the Toro. There is a grade 5 section in the gorge, the Casa
Maquinas section which Andy had paddled on a previous
trip but which was now unavailable due to blasting work for
construction of a new powerhouse. Below this is a superb
section in a fantastic green gorge starting in a private
nature reserve , the Recreo Verde. This has an exciting
mixture of drops and tight corners. In fact at some points
it seems as if every corner rapid ends in a wall with the

Other rivers worth running in the area are the Pejibaye
and the Orosi.The Pejibaye gets easier and easier as it goes
down. The consequent lack of challenge was made up for
by a sighting of a Boa Constrictor!! We ran the Lower Orosi
which starts off with a shallow boulder filled bang and
continues in much the same vein. There`s also a fantastic
little colonial church in the town of Orosi, which is the
oldest in the country and well worth a visit even for the
hardest of hard core boaters.
Sarapuiqi area

potential for undercutting. The water reminds you that
you are again paddling down a volcano, this time it is the
sulphurous brew from the Poas Volcano in the Cordillera
Central. You continue down the gorge into the Upper Toro
which eventually opens out to cane fields.
Other whitewater areas
The other two areas which we did not have time to visit
are the southern Pacific Valley of the General based around
San Isidro de General and the Central Pacific region based
around Quepos.
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INFO How to do it
Getting there.
Most flights go via a U.S. gateway such as Miami. Virgin are
by far the most kayak friendly of all airlines as they will give
you a free sporting goods allowance which actually permits
kayaks and equipment.The problem is the connecting flight
to San Jose. Virgin will try and book you onto American who
have a no kayak policy and despite the intervention of the
very helpful lady at Virgin they were adamant they would not
allow them. Having said that one of our party did manage to
get his Pyranha 420 on board both ways, although they did
manage to lose the boat on the return journey!
The rest of us decided to book our own connecting flights
on COPA by booking direct with Panama City. We did this as
they will accept surfboards at$50 each way, so we bagged
them up as boards. We were then notified that there was
an embargo on oversized baggage in August. By explaining
our special circumstances, we had been accepted by
Martinair who having taken our money then withdrew their
service, we managed to persuade them to take our boards.
It was all avery time consuming and frustrating experience
but it worked eventually. It really needs a company
like Virgin to knock some sense into some of the other
connecting airlines to provide a through service. I sent
Richard Branson a postcard to that effect. Let`s see!
Other connection possibilities avoiding the U.S. could
be through Madrid or possibly South America if you can
find one.
Geography , Climate and river levels
San Jose and the major cities are mostly on the high
plateau, the Meseta or Valle Central. All the rivers mentioned
above run from the mountains to the North and East of San
Jose, the Cordillera Central, down the Carribean flank where
it is hotter and more humid. It therefore follows that during
the rainy season sunny hot mornings are often followed by
spectacular thunderstorms and torrential downpours with
the consequent risk of a flash flood. Rivers are therefore best
paddled earlier rather than later in the day to take account
of this possibility. Amazingly the river level can be back to
normal by the following day.

When to go
We went in August and levels were great, but there
is always something to do from May to November. The
highest water is generally thought to be in October or
November. Refer to the guide book for specific details.
Getting Around
You really need to hire a bus /truck and driver. We paid
$70 to $90 a day between 6 of us which was a bargain, I
suspect you may have to pay more. When in Turrialba stay
at The Hotel Interamericano for $10 a night. This place is
totally geared up for paddlers and will arrange transport for
you in advance if you email them. Driver contacts are listed
in the guide book listed below. It is simply not worth trying
to hire your own vehicle, roads are bad, shuttles long and
complicated down difficult tracks and vehicle break in and
theft is a major problem.
In La Virgen I recommend you stay at Rancho Leona
or Cabinas te Rosita at $10 per night. Be warned theft of
kayak gear in La Virgen is rife and reportedly, and sadly, it
is masterminded by a group of local (ex?) kayakers. Never
leave kayaks or gear on vehicles without supervision and
always ensure they are locked away over night!
We also hired Ferdinand Steinvorth, one of Costa Rica`s
top creekers,to be our guide and it was worth every penny
for reducing time wasting getting to and on the rivers. He`s
also a great guy and was invaluable in terms of language
and local knowledge in the two medical incidents we had.
Contacts
Don’t even consider going without getting hold of a copy
of the guide book.
Chasing Jaguars Lee Eudy (Earthbound Sports, Chapel Hill
N.C.) Available on Amazon
Costa Rica Lonely Planet
Costa Rica An ecotraveller`s guide Hannah Robinson
Accommodation/transport Turrialba.
www.hotelinteramericano.com
La Virgen www.rancholeona.com
Cabinas te Rosita

Dave Surman paddled with Phil Baker, Doug Johnson, Andy Levick, Lucille Savin, Ferdinand Steinvorth and Fred Wondre.
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SCARS ARE JUST TATTOOS
WITH BETTER STORIES !!

by Phil Baker

As I sit by the Rio Sarapigi writing a diary of sorts
I was going to start with some thoughts about
belonging but yesterday this had turned up;
‘The next thing I know he was gliding around the home
like Groucho Marx, with his broken thumb wrapped in
a huge white bandage sticking up like a beacon that
stands motionless above the frenzy of the waves’.
‘On the road’ Jack Kerouac
Ferdinand found this quotation having
just brought me back from the hospital
in San Jose. The relevance of it? Well
I’m struggling with the space bar with
my previously dislocated thumb and it
describes the scene to a tee.
But in a Pulp Fictionesque manner
I’ll start elsewhere in the story.
9th August ‘We six, we happy six,
we band of brothers’ landed in Cost
Rica for some paddling. I had an
ignominious start. In a hired kayak I
made myself so comfortable I fell out
without even getting my hair wet on
one rapid. A few more Out Of Boat
Experiences and a few more footrest
adjustments and me and the Blunt
with at one with each other for most
of the time.
Others in the meantime were
battling with their own demons.
Andy opting for the Grade 4 top rapid
managed to lose his boat within a
minute on the water. While walking
the track high above the river he
spotted the pink boat through virtually
the only gap in the forest canopy. We
met him at the end, having salvaged
some pride by running it solo.
Meanwhile on the river a little further
down Fred decided it wasn’t a ‘warm
up’ river and walked out. I tended to
agree with him but decided to go with
the flow and luckily it eased soon after.
The Pejibaje was ticked off.
Generally I was finding the bigger
volume of water difficult but gaining
in confidence slowly. The rivers were
being run as each day we were
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collected by a mini bus with the 6
boats strapped on and after a tortuous
journey, left by the side of a river to be
collected at the other end in various
states of mental anguish.
After 2 days we were joined by
Ferdinand, our river guide, a Costa Rican
who could pass as for a Californian
surfer. Over the next few days we had
paddled sections of the Rio Pachure,
Reventazon and Orosi. This included
a night in Turrialba hospital for Fred
who head butted his way down a rapid
ending up with a torn ear drum and a
‘round with Mike Tyson’ eye.
The Pachure Headwaters was a
memorable trip. This involved a couple
of hours driving up to a small hamlet
where 3 horses were organised to
carry the boats for 2 hours, over a
ridge and then dropped down into the
Pachure valley. We then paddled down
through a beautifully clear river framed
by pristine rainforest.
Next onto La Virgen but a paddle on
the Suchio on the way. A grade 4 river
the colour of army khaki. It rises near a
volcano that also gives it a slight acidic,
sulphurous taste. The river was full
on and continuous all the way down.
Just when I thought I was feeling
better about the river someone, who
shall remain nameless, (Dave) swam.
Whilst on the bank ie. out of the boat I
slipped and knew as soon as I put my
hand down to break my fall that I had
dislocated my thumb. Worst still the
skin had broken seemingly punctured
by a bone.

I thought I´d be walking out. Ferdy
knowing the difficulty this would
entail quietly suggested ‘Do you think
you could paddle?’ Not something
I´d contemplated but when I held
the paddle it seemed possible. With a
splint he fashioned from some a twig
and a roll of lint we were soon being
tossed about once more by the Suchio.
Not before, however, thunder clapped
overhead and as the rain lashed down
we all had thoughts of flash flooding.
Ferdy picked a line down with
the precision of a key hole surgeon
and as we passed sheer cliffs rising
up from the river, paddling for the
moment seemed a better option.
Second thoughts set in when I was
suddenly upside down and hit my
head on a rock. A roll and that feeling
of breathing air once more heightened
by the fact that I wasn´t sure how
easily I would have been able to get
the deck off.
When I saw the woman in white (our
driver) standing by the river and I knew
we were down I felt like one of the
children of Fatima.
Three incidents that kept my spirits up;
– when the lightning and thunder
was crashing, flash flooding possible
and I wanted to get a hospital as
soon as possible Dave said ‘We are
going to stop for rests on the way
down aren´t we?’ I had to laugh.
– when Lucille got mullahed in a large
hole and swam she apologised for
holding us up. So sweet!
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– when I rolled and Ferdy said ‘Good
job, man!’ (Only later did I think he
might have meant ‘Good job you
rolled or you might have had a *+’?¡¿
long swim’).

While I´ve had my ‘Siddhartha’ moment
(Herman Hesse – a great book) I´ve
seen kingfishers and sun bitterns
harrowing the water while swallows
and flycatchers comb the air.

A trip to a posh hospital ($550
worth), 2 X-rays, a local, resetting of
the final joint, 5 stitches over a very
ragged tear and an intravenous antibiotic it was...... well not yet as good as
new! The only thing the local couldn´t
touch was the feeling that it was a
ridiculously silly slip (‘Do nothing in
haste, look well to each step, and from
the beginning think what may be
the end’ - Whymper)`and that now I
wouldn´t be paddling the Sarapigi. It
was hard to swallow.

And then we were three. At first it
felt strange but as soon as we were
travelling again all was right with the
world again. First stop - Caribbean
coast. Cahuita - as laid back as you
like! Beautiful white , coconut fringed
beaches with the rain forest behind
hiding sloths and a myriad of birdlife.
Then a gamble. Tortuguero. Hard
to get to, expensive, not too hard..
depending on what and where
you read. But the gamble paid off.
A fantastic 4 hour trip by boat up a
series of rivers and canals pausing
only to spot sloths, racoons, birds and

That explains the sitting by the river
waiting for the others to come down.

bats in the trees and crocs, caimens
and different birds in the water.
Eventually a village on a thin spit of
land completely surrounded by yet
more forest. The Caribbean literally a
stones throw away - to swim in by day
and to see the turtles scurrying back
to by night. All too soon it was back to
Chepe! And tomorrow to Blighty.
And that feeling of belonging? Well
I think at the start we were quite a
disparate group in some ways but
very soon I felt like we were a band
of brothers. Is that the kayaking, the
shared interests, the shared culture
when away from home or is it just the
human condition? Who knows but it
made for a great holiday.
Phil.
PS. Ferdy - Good job, Man!

Who needs paddles on pussy cat drops huh? River Blackwater, Scotland 2008

Where’s Wally? Just how many pictures of Dave Surman are there in this Trasher??
TRASHER SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 08
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Lundy, Fastnet, Irish Sea…
by Liz Garnett (and some posh photos by Mark)

…Shannon, Rockall, Malin and so
continues the soporific droning
of the Shipping Forecast. I hadn’t
realised that the area ‘Lundy’
was named after an island until
I started hearing sea kayakers
twittering about it. I also
overheard that Lundy is quite a
distance off the coast and got
the impression that the trip was
classed as a ‘proper’ challenge
for the British sea kayaker. And
not so tempting, I knew that the
whole island had been closed
to the public due to pestilence
(diarrhoea bug!) last summer.
I hadn’t really intended to have such
a committing journey that weekend,
but as seems to happen with these
things, we all got carried away with
the prospect of a trip a little out of the
norm. But first I must reverse a few
weeks and explain that I had planned
a trip on a specific weekend just so
my whitewater compadre, Ollie, could
have his first taster of the high seas.
Then I made the mistake of telling a
few people that we were planning
TRASHER SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 08

to go sea kayaking somewhere and
before I knew it, Lundy was being
suggested if the weather allowed.
Well it may have been the end of
September, but the weather gods
blessed us with a snippet of the
summer we had been deprived of. The
Lundy trip was on, but neither man
nor beast can control the Moon and
our departure time was set at high
tide – 6.30am Saturday morning. I also
looked at a map and then became
frighteningly aware of just how far
Lundy is from the North Devon coast;
a whole 34km away, a measly 3.5 to
4 hour paddle. At this point I became
extremely preoccupied with my
bladder. The prospect of this brutal
combination didn’t fill me with joy,
but I put a brave face
on it and struggled
onwards! Onwards
being a small car
park at Lee Bay near
Ilfracombe. Ollie and
I arrived at 11pm
Friday night to find
Heather, Mark and
Debs already tucked
up asleep in their cars.
We awoke at 5am to
find that the others

(Andy, KCCers Claire CL and Chris W)
had arrived at some point in the night.
Packing a sea kayak by torch light is
interesting and the early start certainly
made for a Grumpy Liz, but we got it
together and launched as arranged
at 6.30am, just in time for the dawn
to break and light our way. We set our
compass bearing and headed towards
the (very) invisible Lundy whilst the fiery
orb of the Sun broke over the Exmoor
coastline behind us and bathed the
lapping sea in purple and blue light.
What a breathtaking start, but nature
wasn’t finished with us just yet; we then
watched as a basking shark broke the
water’s surface beside us and continued
on its plankton-hoovering way,
oblivious of our presence.
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The paddling and rising sun rapidly
warmed our chilled bones and we
were soon removing our layers; it was
promising to be a hot day. We quickly
lost sight of the Devon coast in the
haze of the day and were left alone
with just our kayaks separating us from
the apparent vastness of the ocean.
We paddled and paddled, stopped
for snacks, paddled and paddled. The
wind picked up and provided a bit of
swell and I battled with trying to keep
my boat on the correct bearing. But 3.5
hours passed and I really can’t account
for all that time lost at sea.
Lundy finally broke through the
haze when we were only 6km from
the island. That last hour slog, where
we appeared to have escaped the
helping hand of the tide, was a little
demoralising. That pesky island just
wouldn’t get any closer!! Of course
we did make it, after a full 4.5 hours
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of paddling. I can confirm that Lundy
is indeed a long way from Devon and
my bladder survived. The journey also
took longer than we expected as the
tide wasn’t quite as strong as we had
predicted.
We landed on the only beach with a
great sigh of relief. At which point the
Lundy ferry, MS Oldenburg, arrived and
disgorged multitudes of tourists. This
also meant that we managed to blag a
lift for our kit up the steep cliffs to the
campsite on the strangely flat island
top, 142m above. As we puffed up the
steep path the haze finally cleared and
blessed us with glorious sunshine. We
pitched the tents and made off to our
appointment at the Marisco Tavern
for an extremely late but very well
deserved breakfast.
It will probably come as no surprise
that I, along with the majority of the
others, spent the afternoon snoozing

in the sun. I was pooped! When Mark
woke me up at 4.30pm to prepare
for setting off on the high tide to
paddle round the island, I had to
muster ever ounce of will to force my
body to move again. I was extremely
concerned that I would run out of
paddling batteries on Sunday’s journey
home and could have quite happily
slept for a few more hours. But I joined
all the others on an anti-clockwise
circumnavigation around Lundy;
another 13km for the tally.
That evening paddle was certainly
worth my battle of wills. The sheer
granite cliffs make for spectacular
viewing; the cooling joints have
created caves and avenues around
the coastline that were filled with
the moans of seal pups. Although
this curtailed our exploration, the
curiosity of the adult seals made up
for it. The landscape was wonderful
and it reinvigorated my arms for the
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additional 2.5 hours it took us to
paddle around the island. The finale for
the day was seeing the sun set into the
Atlantic; how often do you get to see
sunrise and sunset in one day whilst
at sea? Kayaking once again made me
feel utterly privileged.
The race was then on to make it back
to the Marisco Tavern for dinner before
last food orders. We made it and the
food was wolfed down with lashings of
brown booze. A quiet evening ensued
while we chatted and soaked up the
atmosphere of this lovely pub. We also
completed the obligatory sea kayaker’s
log book that has noted every arrival
on Lundy since 1984. My sleeping bag
was calling out but Mark somehow
persuaded me to visit the disused
lighthouse; I spent my final waking
moments of the day sat in a deck chair
looking at the Milky Way through the
circular glass walls at the top of the
lighthouse.

home due to poor weather); Sunday
gave us cloudless sunshine without
a whisper of wind. We launched
into a glassy sea populated with the
occasional gannet, manx shearwater
and porpoise. It would have been
blissful if Devon wasn’t 34km away. I
will freely admit that I was counting
down the kilometres on my GPS. At
least Sunday’s journey was always in
view of land. Hartland Point was visible
from Lundy and the island remained
with us for about one third of the
journey home. Woolacombe was next
into view and then finally Bull Point,
the headland before Lee Bay. I was

giddy with excitement when we hit
the tide race off Bull Point and reached
speeds of 13km/hr; the journey-timeto-go plummeted.
We arrived back at Lee Bay after
another 4.5 hours. I can say without
doubt that we were all exhausted
although extremely pleased with
ourselves over our trip to Lundy. By
some miracle Ollie wasn’t put off
for eternity and left wanting to do
more sea kayaking. Was it a weekend
adventure? Certainly and I’m keen to
return, but I think the return trip will
be by ferry.

I slept extremely well and struggled
to rise myself for a bizarre breakfast of
instant noodles and day-old boiled
eggs (I’d brought my stove so I was
going to use it, even if it meant missing
fry up at the Tavern). I purchased
postcards and Lundy stamps to make
the most of the island’s own postal
service. I also managed a peak at
the archaeology and history display
provided by the Landmark Trust who
manages Lundy on behalf of the
National Trust. My brief introduction to
the island left me wanting to explore,
but time and tide wait for no woman
and I had to pack up and be ready for
low tide at midday.
There was no doubt that we were
going to be able to paddle back to
Devon (previous trips by Heather, Mark
and Andy had resulted in a ferry trip
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Read all about it!! Read all about it!!

Dave Surman

SURMANATOR NEWS SPECIAL!!!
KCC
MEETS
THE
MEDIA
Yeah!! Remember where you first
heard it- BBC Radio Oxford 2.30
Friday afternoon October 3rd.
The county was glued to the wireless!
Families were huddled around their
sets as if listening to a Churchillian
Broadcast. It was of course the
“clubbing “ section of the Jo Thuanis
Afternoon Show. Each week a different
club around the county is interviewed
about what they are doing. K.C.C
accepted the invitation and the
committee asked me to do it. Don`t
know whether it was coz I`ve got a
big mouth or coz I wasn`t working
on Friday afternoons. Anyway the
thought of becoming a celeb was
simply too much to resist. So after
having luncheon with Messrs Wheeler
and Wondre I WHISKED myself away
in a blacked out stretch limo (well my
Peugeot 306) to the Summertown
studios of the aforesaid august
establishment. Despite forgetting
my dark glasses, being without my
professional minders and entering by
the front entrance I managed to avoid
being recognized and was SMUGGLED
into the studio where I managed
to impress the presenter with my
knowledge of the programme by
asking what her name was! Whoops!
The interview only lasted 5 minutes
in which time I tried to convey what
a dynamic organisation we were
and indicate the range of things we
TRASHER SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 08

did. The first question “Why would
anybody want to get cold and wet on
a river rather than looking at it from
the towpath?”. Hmmm – Perhaps
we should open that up as a Trash
Competition. Send your entry to
kcc.trasher@gmail.com. Best answers
to be published in the next edition of
this learned journal.

It appears that due to
cyberglobalization Surmanization is
available to a wider public!

The strange thing is that 5 minutes
is a really short time, I was just getting
into the swing of it when I realized Jo
was beginning to wind it up and I had
SO much more to say!! They seemed
quite happy with it and said they`d like
to feature other things when we do
them, so it`s a useful contact.

DART WAVEHOPPERED

Being a technophobe I was truly
amazed to find that Lez and/ or Mr.
Hodge/ had managed to record
the event for posterity and had
FACEBOOKIZED the great event. It was
thus, to my great amazement that I
received communications from people
such as Mark Rainsley, who lives well
beyond the somewhat parochial
range of the Radio Ox airwaves in
ruropastoral Dorset. It appears that he
too had been privileged to receive the
cultural pearls of wisdom by virtue of
the internet/facebookization process.

It appears that we have had some
expressions of interest after the
broadcast and we are in the process of
following these up.

Sensation! Another K.C.C. first!!
Tony`s Dart weekend proved as
popular as ever (it was my birthday
on the Sunday) Tony worked his usual
magic with water levels. From the
previous weekend when the Dart
had been a manic, boat losing, epic
making swimathon, the levels had
plummeted to being the customary
scrapet low levels.
On the Saturday a large contingent
headed off for the long haul to surf
at Woolacombe, whilst another
contingent remained local and ran the
Loop which was low but paddleable.
I decided to fulfil a lifetime ambition
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and take a wavehopper down the Loop.
Yeah it was cool and gives a different
challenge to the section. Wavehoppers
are designed to go fast in straight lines.
They are not designed to break out,
indeed any breakout is unintentional
and would lose you valuable seconds
in a race. Reading the river is also critical
as is making route decisions early, as
you are far less manoeuvrable than
a standard short whitewater kayak.
Timing your edging to assist turning
and getting the right balance between
“pedalling” with your feet for power and
bracing with your thighs for stability is
also an interesting exercise.

Because your forward momentum
is greater and because of the shape
of the bow, it is inevitable that at low
water levels you risk hitting rocks head
on. This, in turn results in a certain
amount of plastic gouging. Several
layers of protective taping on the bow,
stern and keel helps to reduce this.
They`re great!! If anybody fancies a
repeat performance with a little more
water, let me know. It`s fun and you
get to see the Loop in a different light.
If anyone would like to have a go in
the wavehoppers we have based at
the club you`re welcome to use the
two in the club shed. If you would like

me to come out with you or arrange a
session just get in touch. I`ve run a few
succesful sessions with Pathfinders and
next season we are going to enter the
odd race in the Wavehopper series at
local events. Try it out, they really are
much more fun to paddle on flat water
than the standard kayak as they are
faster and more ergonomically efficient
than a standard whitewater kayak.
They`re also good for forward paddling
technique development. Howzabout a
trip ditchin` in wavehoppers. Yeah!!
Dave Superman davidsurman@
hotmail.com
Tel 01865 373115

Pool session…

To be honest the river really needed
a little more water to reduce the

rockabilly effect.
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Croatia

By Fred Wondre

The route lay across Europe to Croatia but there was this
‘road flooded’ sign. I waded in, not too bad, only ankle deep.
Then I looked ahead, there were more floods nearer the
river. We had a ferry to catch and this was only five minutes
from Neil’s house. There was still the M25!
In Calais it rained. On the way to Brussels it rained. One
missed turn on the Brussels ring road introduced us to the
one hour tour of the sights of Brussels. We saw the same
monumental church from three different directions. There
was a very close shave with a tram, they just don’t keep to
the right hand side of the road.
Rain soothed us to sleep in Luxembourg. Germany was
wet. The scenery improved in Bavaria and Austria, they
had wet mountains. Italy and Slovenia. The coastal road
in Croatia had sunshine with stunning scenery although
serpentine and slow until we hit the motorway. We were
met in Dubrovnik amid much sounding of horns, Croatia
had just won a football game in Euro 2008.
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Took a ferry to Lopud, an island just offshore. On the quai
side in Lopud our bags were loaded onto a baggage trolley
and we headed off. A short while later we were rescued and
taken to the right hotel. We had just been hijacked! Dinner
in their restaurant was by the water’s edge. It was warm and
dark, lamp light flickered on the sea, boats gently rocked.
Having selected our sea kayaks from an assorted pile we
loaded kit for a day paddle and set off round the island. There
was a lovely deserted beach with a café in a small bay on the
other side of the island. After the orange juice our boats were
crunching through the wet sand when a head slowly rose
out of the water and came toward us with the gently swaying
motion of a totally relaxed body. No, Ursula had not changed.
We paddled round the next island, Kolocep, as well. Neil
chose the seafood risotto. It was all black, there was no rice
and it had tentacles added. A ferry took us to Sipan where we
settled in and then paddled round the southern end of the
island. A replica of the Golden Hind came motoring along
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with day trippers from Dubrovnik. Neil went snorkelling in a
quiet bay. Amid the rocks and small fishes he saw this hand
slowly coming towards him. It turned out to be an escaped
pink household glove.
Next morning we walked down to the harbour café for
breakfast looking out across the small islands with the
rugged Karst mountains of the mainland rising behind.
Our sea kayaks were beached close by as we watched the
coming and going of the small boats. Paddled across a sea,
punctuated by rain drops, to Ruda a tiny island with a boat
store and rainwater reservoir of the old Bishop’s Palace, now

gone, dating from the 15th Century. We could shelter from
the rain there.
Crossed to Mjlet on the ferry and after a three mile paddle
we found our accommodation in an idyllic bay with pine
trees and wooden sailing ships. The day trippers from
Dubrovnik were gone now, this was the land for yachties.
The owner showed us his restaurant’s sea food store. The
jetty had hollow concrete legs which were filled with thirty
or so lobsters and langoustines each. The paddle along
Mjlet was 25 Km long and unremittingly straight, clean rock
plunging into the blue sea with nowhere to land. After a
coffee in a tiny harbour we eventually turned a corner into
still water. It was like a Scandanavian lake.
The next morning conditions did not look good but we
packed and left accompanied by a few quizzical glances
from the yachties. We discovered why when we left the
shelter of the bay. There was quite a wind and the sea was
storming along. We ran with it, getting pushed along by
the waves, but we’d have to come back this way. The heavy
rain came crashing down. The rain would be flattening the
waves so we took advantage and headed back into our
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sheltered inlet. As a last reminder of the conditions there
was a cold shower on the way up to our room from the
leaking guttering.
The high speed ferry back to Dubrovnik left from near
the Roman tower with a modern road running through it.
Massive walls surround the old city of Dubrovnik, a maze
of steep narrow lanes squeezed between multistory stone
houses. It was heavily damaged during the break up of
Yugoslavia but is now totally restored. Little restaurant’s are
everywhere and there is a cash point every hundred metres
or so.
We detoured a little on the way back and dunked our
small white water boats in Venice’s Grand Canal. We were
somewhat upstaged by a local coming past in a sea kayak
with a dog sat on the back.
Various aches and pains were soothed in a Jacuzzi (they
didn’t know what that was in Italy) in Cortina d’Ampezzo
and again in the Őtz valley. We called in at Sport Camp
Tirol or Camp Huber in Landeck. It was very quiet: no
building work, no tents, the grass was longer. Herr Huber
came out and recognized me and we had a nice chat.
Innsbruck was filled with the yellow shirts of the Swedish
football supporters but the Russians won. Salzburg and
Neuschwanstein filled the last days before the drive back.
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